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Introduction {#sec1}
============

For most people, memory is about time. It is easier to remember a set of items in a memory test if they are presented a few seconds before memory retrieval than if they are presented several hours before. When memory fails, as it normally does in old age or under pathological conditions such as Alzheimer's disease, this failure is reflected in the inability to remember over an extended period of time, although the ability to remember over a few seconds may remain intact. Increasingly, however, memory researchers are becoming interested in the ability not to remember over time but to keep memories distinct and resistant to confusion. If asked to remember where you parked your car this morning, yesterday morning, and the day before, the task is difficult not because you need to remember over a long period---you can easily remember many things that happened 3 days ago---but because the similar memories of your car in that same parking lot are so easily confused. The ability to separate the components of memories into distinct complex memory representations that are unique and less easily confused has been simulated by computational models of memory and a putative mechanism by which this occurs has been referred to as "pattern separation." These computational models and subsequent experimental work have suggested that this crucial memory function may be localized to the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus ([@bib12; @bib17; @bib20]) and, in particular, to the adult-born immature neurons in this substructure ([@bib1; @bib8; @bib22]). However, information on molecular interactions with these neurons in the service of this process is not yet available. In this set of studies, we hypothesized that brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) might be part of an essential mechanism underlying the consolidation of pattern-separated memories ([@bib5]).

To test these specific ideas, we modified an established paradigm, spontaneous location recognition ([@bib10; @bib32]), to allow parametric manipulation of the load on pattern separation. We are aware the term "pattern separation" refers, in the original computational literature, to a specific proposed mechanism involving the transformation of an input representation to an output representation, in which the output is less correlated than the input, resulting in nonoverlapping stimulus representations. Our behavioral tests assess the use of such representations. However, it should be emphasized that our tests do not assess the mechanism of pattern separation, as defined by the computational modelers, directly. As pattern separation is thought to happen during encoding/consolidation stages of memory formation, the similarity of the to-be-remembered locations was varied during the encoding/consolidation, rather than retrieval phase of the task. Unlike other tasks used to study pattern separation, the use of a continuous variable as a measure of performance yields sufficient data within a single trial to allow manipulations at different stages of memory. In contrast, previous tasks using discrete trial procedures require many trials to collect sufficient data, and thus such manipulations would have to be repeated an impracticable number of times. Using our modified paradigm, we focused our initial enquiries into the molecular mechanisms on BDNF. BDNF is a small dimeric protein involved in both synaptic ([@bib13; @bib15; @bib24]) and structural plasticity ([@bib3; @bib31]) in the adult brain, and it has been extensively shown that BDNF is required for memory processing ([@bib4; @bib9; @bib16; @bib21]) and, in particular, consolidation ([@bib16]). We thus hypothesized that BDNF might have an important role in pattern separation, in particular during the consolidation of pattern-separated memories.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

In the original spontaneous location recognition (SLR) task ([@bib10; @bib32]), rats are exposed during a sample phase to two identical objects placed in two different locations within an arena surrounded by distinct spatial cues. After a variable delay, rats are given a choice phase in which one of the objects was displaced to a novel location. Because rats naturally prefer novelty, they spend significantly more time exploring the novel location than the familiar one ([@bib32]). Our modified version of the task consisted of a sample (study) phase in which rats were exposed to three identical objects; two of them were close together and the third one was further away ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). In this way, the similarity of locations could be manipulated at the time of encoding/consolidation, when pattern separation is thought to occur, rather than at retrieval, as in other tasks used to assess pattern separation ([@bib8; @bib12]). During choice (test), the subject was exposed to two identical objects: one in a novel location between and equidistant from the two close ones explored during the sample phase, and the other one in its original location ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). During a sample phase (left), animals were exposed to three identical objects (A1, A2, and A3) for 10 min. Two of them were close together (A2 and A3) and the third one was further away (A1). Twenty-four hours later, the rats were exposed during a choice phase (right) to two identical objects (A4 and A5), but one of the objects was displaced to either a novel location ("novel" condition) or remained in a familiar location ("familiar" condition). Dotted circles in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B indicate the location of objects A2 and A3 during the sample phase. The familiar condition controls for the possibility that rats might explore the novel location more just because there is a change in the number of objects between the sample and the choice phase. The rats should not show a preference for either of the locations, since both of them were familiar. In different conditions in this task (see following experiments), the similarity of the two similar locations was varied (by varying the distance between the objects), but during the choice phase, when the animals' performance was being assessed, the testing situation was identical across the different conditions of the experiment. This is a better-controlled procedure than that used in previous methods in which the testing situation differs across conditions. The rationale behind the task was that if the rats "pattern separated" the two close locations, the representations of the two close locations should be distinct and resistant to confusion; therefore, the rats should show preference for the novel location. However, if the representations of the two locations were not sufficiently separated, presentation of the new and the repeated close locations would activate the same representation in memory and would thus not be distinguishable. The result would be that rats should behave as if the new location was familiar. Initial experiments found that normal rats, 24 hr after the sample phase, showed a significant preference for the object in the novel location, but not for the object that remained the same location as in the sample phase ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). In a subsequent control procedure, we tested whether rats treated locations that were close together differently from objects that were far from each other, for example by using different cues to encode them. If this were the case, then displacement of the distant object would most likely result in different discrimination ratios than displacement of one of the close objects. However, we found that if one of the close objects (A5 in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, top panel) remained in a familiar location but the distant object (A4) was displaced instead either a small distance (50°) or a large distance (120°), then 24 hr later the rats preferred to explore the novel location and the discrimination ratios were similar to the ones obtained with the standard version of our task ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E; see [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This finding provides evidence that rats encode the close locations and the distant locations using similar cues and strategies.

BDNF has been shown to be essential for memory consolidation in several kinds of tasks ([@bib2; @bib16; @bib18; @bib21]), and thus we focused our experiments first on the consolidation as well as the encoding phase of the task by blocking BDNF function in the DG with a BDNF-blocking antibody either before or after the sample phase. This strategy has been successfully used previously to inhibit BDNF action in different behavioral paradigms ([@bib4; @bib26]). We used our task to test the hypothesis that blocking BDNF function in the DG during the sample phase (during encoding) should impair future retention of the SLR task only in the case where two of the locations are similar (spatial representations need to be pattern separated), but not if the locations are dissimilar (spatial representations do not need to be separated). To test this hypothesis, rats were injected with a BDNF-blocking antibody into the DG before or after the sample phase. For this experiment, the SLR task was run in two different ways by manipulating the separation between the locations to create two conditions with differing loads on pattern separation ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). In the "similar SLR" (s-SLR) condition, two of the locations were separated by a 50° angle and the third one by a 155° angle from the other two (small separation; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), and in the "dissimilar SLR" (d-SLR) condition, the three locations were separated by a 120° angle (large separation; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). We reasoned that if the rats needed to pattern separate the two close locations in the s-SLR condition, but not in the d-SLR condition, then blocking BDNF DG should be impair performance only in the s-SLR condition. Infusion of a BDNF-blocking antibody into the DG 15 min before the sample phase impaired retention in the s-SLR condition 24 hr later compared to infusion of a control antibody ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, left). In contrast, this treatment had no effect on the d-SLR version of the task ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, right), indicating that BDNF was necessary for successful encoding, consolidation, or both only when the encoded spatial representations were similar, but not when they were different. To analyze whether BDNF was required for consolidation in the s-SLR condition, we infused BDNF-blocking antibodies into the DG 5 min after the sample phase (i.e., after encoding had already taken place). Inhibiting BDNF activity 5 min postsample impaired consolidation of the s-SLR task when assessed 24 hr later ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E, left). Again, we found no differences in retention scores between BDNF antibody and control antibody-injected rats when they were exposed to the d-SLR configuration ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E, right). The cellular consolidation process is a time-restricted process, with amnestic agents being effective only during a restricted time window ([@bib19]). To test whether BDNF requirement for the s-SLR task was limited to the first few hours after the sample phase, BDNF-blocking antibodies were injected into the DG 6 hr after the sample phase. This treatment failed to impair retention of the s-SLR task 24 hr after the sample phase ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}F), indicating that BDNF activity in the DG is required during a time-limited phase for memory consolidation of similar spatial representations. This result also rules out the possibility that the impairment found with pre- or postsample injections was due to a lingering effect of the drug during retrieval 24 hr later.

As with every spontaneous behavioral task, there might be a concern regarding a change in motivation to explore after a particular pharmacological manipulation; i.e., manipulations could change the animals' preference for novel items to familiar items. In our experiments, this factor could not account for the differences in the discrimination ratios, because that would mean that our manipulations of the DG somehow affected motivation only in the s-SLR condition, but not in the d-SLR condition. Moreover, the fact that infusion of the BDNF-blocking antibody 6 hr after the sample phase did not affect novelty preference in the s-SLR condition effectively rules out the possibility that a change in motivation explains these results. It is also unlikely that different strategies are used by the animal in the different conditions of the task. For example, the idea that the close objects might bias the rat toward using distal versus proximal cues seems unlikely, because a vast amount of data indicate that hippocampal dysfunction produces the opposite effect, namely impairment in the use of distal (allocentric), but not proximal (egocentric), cues ([@bib7]).

To attempt to replicate this finding in a way that better ensures regional specificity, we used a different strategy to suppress BDNF function. Antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) can be designed to specifically target BDNF mRNA by preventing its translation, and this methodology has been proven to be very effective to specifically inhibit BDNF in vivo ([@bib4; @bib16]). Seven hours after infusion of 2 nmol of an antisense against BDNF (BDNF ASO) into the DG, basal BDNF levels were almost undetectable compared to infusion of a control scrambled missense oligonucleotide (BDNF MSO) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, BDNF protein levels remained unchanged in CA1 or CA3 regions of the hippocampus ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), even 7 hr after injection when the ASO would have time to spread considerably, indicating that BDNF knockdown was restricted to the DG. Twenty-four hours after infusion of BDNF ASO, BDNF expression in the DG was back to control levels ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B), indicating that the inhibition was transient and that the rats had normal levels of BDNF in the DG during the choice phase. Relative exploration of the three different locations during the s-SLR sample phase was not modified by injection of the BDNF ASO or BDNF MSO into the DG 2 hr before the sample ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3C). However, BDNF ASO-injected rats showed no preference for the novel location during the choice phase 24 hr later compared to BDNF MSO-injected rats ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Negative discrimination ratios were not significantly different from zero (see supplemental analysis). In contrast, BDNF ASO injection had no effect on retention of the d-SLR task ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Again, the impairment in the s-SLR task cannot be explained by a protracted effect of BDNF ASO on retrieval during the choice phase, because 24 hr after injection of the BDNF ASO, BDNF in the DG was back to control levels.

Although we showed that BDNF in the DG was required for successful encoding/consolidation of similar, but not dissimilar spatial representations, it is also possible that BDNF is required during retrieval, that is, when a novel representation being encoded is compared to a similar one already stored in memory. To test this possibility, we infused BDNF-blocking antibodies into the DG 15 min before the choice phase in the s-SLR condition. We found no differences in discrimination ratios between anti-BDNF-injected rats and controls ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggests that, consistent with computational modeling ([@bib23; @bib27]) and the role of BDNF in memory consolidation ([@bib16]), BDNF-dependent processing of pattern-separated memories occurs during the encoding/consolidation phase, but not during the retrieval phase of memory processing.

The results of these experiments provide compelling evidence that BDNF in the DG is importantly involved in the molecular mechanisms underlying pattern separation. Moreover, they isolate the action of BDNF to the consolidation and perhaps also the encoding phase of memory, specifically. Particularly interesting is the finding that postsample injections, made after initial encoding of the to-be-remembered location, disrupt memory only in the s-SLR, but not in the d-SLR condition. This finding raises the question of whether BDNF is expressed equally in both conditions but only needed in the first, or whether BDNF is expressed on an "as-needed" basis, that is, spontaneously in response to encountering similar events, the representations of which need to be separated before storage in memory. To test this possibility, we exposed rats to two objects delineating either similar or dissimilar spatial locations within the open field. One group of rats was exposed to two identical objects separated by a 50° angle (small separation condition). A second group of rats was exposed to two identical objects separated by a 120° angle (large separation condition), and a control group was exposed to the empty arena ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A). One hour after the exposure, rats were sacrificed and the DG and CA1 regions were microdissected and homogenized for western blot analysis ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C). Immunostaining revealed a 3-fold increase in BDNF in the DG in the small separation group, but not in the large separation group ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). No changes in BDNF protein content in CA1 were detected in either the small or the large separation group ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). We found no differences between the two groups in total exploration time or time spent exploring each of the two locations ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). There were no differences in the DG or CA1 in the protein levels of Zif268 ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D), another activity-regulated gene thought to be involved in the reconsolidation process ([@bib16]), indicating that the changes in BDNF might be related to a consolidation-like process per se ([@bib16]). These findings provide evidence that BDNF is expressed on an "as-needed" basis, that is, increased spontaneously in order to separate the representations of similar events. It is probably worth noting that in this experiment we used two objects instead of three---unlike in the memory experiments involving both sample and choice phases---to facilitate measurement of changes in BDNF specifically related to the separation between locations, avoiding potential confounds related to a third location. However, we did run a similar experiment using three objects and again observed a significant increase in BDNF in the DG 1 hr after exposure to the s-SLR configuration, but not in the d-SLR configuration. No significant changes were observed in the CA1 region ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). This result replicates our previous finding and confirms that BDNF expression in the DG increases after exposure to the small separation under exactly the same conditions in which we performed the memory experiments.

Because BDNF has been shown to enhance memory when injected exogenously ([@bib2; @bib26]), we tested whether exogenous human recombinant BDNF (rhBDNF) could enhance consolidation of similar representations. To be able to see memory enhancement, we brought control animals to chance performance by making discrimination more difficult. Two of the objects were brought closer together (40° separation) during the sample phase during which the animals explored the three locations equally ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Bringing the objects closer together did not allow control rats to recognize the new location as novel during the choice phase 24 hr later ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). However, intra-DG injection of rhBDNF 5 min after the sample phase enhanced performance significantly with respect to saline-injected controls ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C), which suggests that BDNF is essential to begin the consolidation process of similar representations in the DG. Incidentally, these results also provide evidence that the animals do not use the objects themselves as spatial cues, because if they were using such proximal cues to guide their behavior, then the extrasimilar SLR (xs-SLR) should be easier than the s-SLR. However, vehicle-injected rats were not able to perform the task under these conditions.

In this study, we have shown that BDNF plays a role in pattern separation in the DG. What precisely might that role be? One idea is that for similar representations to be stored separately, the unique set of DG neurons that encoded the input patterns may need to stabilize and strengthen their connections with their outputs in CA3. During consolidation, these patterns of activity might be replayed and lead to activation of a program of gene expression that will eventually make these connections more stable ([@bib14]). In this way, the neuronal ensembles that originally encoded the representations may be preferentially reactivated during retrieval 24 hr later. In this scenario, BDNF may promote plasticity in the activated encoded networks to strengthen the connections that will be reactivated during retrieval.

This study does not identify the population of DG neurons that BDNF acts upon, but combined with the finding that knockdown of neurogenesis impairs tasks thought to depend on pattern separation (e.g., [@bib8]), one possibility is that BDNF acts on adult-born immature neurons in the DG. By what mechanism that might occur is unclear. Although BDNF has been shown to increase survival of newborn neurons and increase neurogenesis ([@bib28; @bib29]), it is unlikely that these processes underlie the effects seen in the present experiments. This is because the timings of the BDNF requirement for the task (minutes to hours) and development and incorporation of newborn cells into the circuits (weeks) are very different. Instead, the effect of BDNF is an acute one. Immature adult-born neurons have been shown to be more excitable than mature neurons and also to have enhanced plasticity ([@bib11; @bib30]), and so they may respond more rapidly to inputs of ambiguous spatial information in the DG. This enhanced response may be very sensitive to BDNF levels present in the hippocampus. Indeed, it has been shown that ablation of tropomyosin receptor kinase B (TrkB) in progenitor cells has a significant effect on behavior and synaptic plasticity ([@bib6]). These results suggest that BDNF might be activating the TrkB receptor in immature neurons during pattern separation and that expression of BDNF might be the necessary stimulus for memory consolidation of similar representations to occur within the DG.

In summary, the present study has begun the investigation into the molecular events underlying the important mnemonic process of pattern separation. Starting with a focus on a candidate molecule, BDNF, we have shown that BDNF is critical for pattern separation but is not necessary for the identical task when the requirement for pattern separation is not high. We have demonstrated this by inhibiting BDNF action in the DG using two mechanistically distinct methodologies that impaired the discrimination of spatial representations only when the load for separation of representations was high. Furthermore, by using a behavioral paradigm that allows us to manipulate memory processing at different time points, we provide experimental evidence that (BDNF-dependent) pattern separation occurs during the encoding/storage/consolidation stage of memory processing. It does not occur during retrieval. In addition, postsample injections of recombinant BDNF into the DG were able to enhance the separation of representations. Finally, our results suggest that BNDF is expressed in a spontaneous, as-needed manner when similar items that require separation are encountered. This is a surprising result, and the origin of the signal that determines this spontaneous release is an important target for future enquiry. Finally, the methods we have introduced to generate these findings may serve as a particularly useful tool for researchers interested in this important, emerging area of memory research.

Experimental Procedures {#sec3}
=======================

Subjects {#sec3.1}
--------

The subjects were 121 Lister Hooded rats (Harlan Olac) weighing approximately 250--300 g at the start of testing. The rats were housed on a reversed 12 hr light/12 hr dark cycle (lights on 19:00--07:00), in groups of two or four. All behavioral testing was conducted during the dark phase of the cycle. Rats were food deprived to 85%--90% of their free feeding weight, except during recovery from surgery, where food was available ad libitum. Water remained available ad libitum throughout. All experimentation was conducted in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.

Surgery and Cannulation {#sec3.2}
-----------------------

All rats were implanted bilaterally in DG of the dorsal hippocampus with 22G indwelling guide cannulas. Subjects were anaesthetized with ketamine (Ketalar, 90 mg kg^−1^, intraperitoneally \[i.p.\]) and xylazine (Rompun, 6.7 mg kg^−1^, i.p.) and placed in a stereotaxic frame (David Kopf Instruments) with the incisor bar set at −3.2 mm. Guide cannulas (PlasticsOne) were implanted according to the following coordinates, measured relative to the skull at bregma ([@bib25]): anteroposterior −3.9 mm, lateral ± 1.9 mm, dorsoventral −3.0 mm. The cannulas were secured to the skull using dental acrylic and three jeweler screws. Obturators, cut to sit flush with the tip of the guide cannulas and with an outer diameter of 0.36 mm, were inserted into the guides and remained there except during infusions. A screw-on dust cap kept the obturators in place. At the completion of each surgery, antibiotic powder (Acramide; Dales Pharmaceuticals) was applied. Animals were given at least 7 days to recover prior to drug testing.

Infusion Procedure {#sec3.3}
------------------

Depending on the experiment, rats received bilateral infusions of either anti-BDNF (1 μg μl^−1^/0.5 μl side; Millipore), sheep immunoglobulin G (IgG; 1 μg μl^−1^/0.5 μl side; Millipore), oligonucleotides (ODNs; 4 nmol μl^−1^/0.5 μl side; Sigma), human recombinant BDNF (0.5 μg μl^−1^/0.5 μl side; Byoscience), or saline at different times during the SLR task. ODNs (Sigma) were high-performance liquid chromatography-purified phosphorothioate end-capped 18-mer sequences, resuspended in sterile saline to a concentration of 4 nmol μl^−1^. Both ODNs were phosphorothioated on the three terminal bases of both 5′ and 3′ ends. This modification results in increased stability and less toxicity of the ODN (BDNF ASO, 5′-TCTTCCCCTTTTAATGGT-3′; BDNF MSO, 5′-ATACTTTCTGTTCTTGCC-3′). Both ODN sequences were subjected to a BLAST search on the National Center for Biotechnology Information BLAST server using the GenBank database. BDNF ASO is specific for rat BDNF mRNA. Control MSO sequence, which included the same 18 nucleotides as the ASO but in a scrambled order, did not generate any full matches to identified gene sequences in the database. Bilateral infusions were conducted simultaneously using two 5 μl Hamilton syringes that were connected to the infusion cannulas by propylene tubing. Syringes were driven by a Harvard Apparatus precision syringe pump, which delivered 0.5 μl to each hemisphere over 2 min. The infusion cannulas were left in place for an additional minute to allow for diffusion. At least 3 days were allowed for washout between repeated infusions.

Immunoblot Assays {#sec3.4}
-----------------

After rats were sacrificed, brains were immediately frozen and the hippocampal DG, CA3, or CA1 regions were microdissected using a 1 mm section rat brain matrix (Braintree Scientific) and frozen on dry ice prior to storage at −80°C. Tissue was homogenized in ice-chilled buffer (20 mM Tris-HCL \[pH 7.4\], 0.32 M sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM phenylmethanesulfonylfluoride, 10 mg/ml aprotinin, 15 mg/ml leupeptin, 10 mg/ml bacitracin, 10 mg/ml pepstatin, 15 mg/ml trypsin inhibitor, 50 mM NaF, and 1 mM sodium orthovanadate). Samples of homogenates (20 μg of protein) were subjected to 10% SDS-PAGE under reducing conditions. Proteins were transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad) in transfer buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 mM glycine, 20% v/v methanol) for 2 hr at 100 V. Western blots were performed by incubating membranes first with BDNF antibody (N20, 1:1,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and then stripped and incubated with Zif268 (1:2,000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and actin antibodies (1:5,000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). One nanogram of recombinant human BDNF was used as a standard for western blot (rhBDNF; Byoscience). Blots were developed using enhanced chemiluminescence (Thermo Fisher), visualized by the Chemidoc-It imaging system (UVP) and quantified using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). For analysis, optical density (OD) values and the band areas were obtained for each microdissected hippocampal sample for both the target protein (BDNF, Zif268) and the actin loading control. Each target OD value was normalized to its corresponding actin OD value and normalized levels were averaged for each condition. Data were analyzed using a one-way ANOVA followed by Newman-Keuls post hoc comparisons.

Apparatus {#sec3.5}
---------

The circular open field (90 cm diameter × 45 cm high) was made of black plastic. It was situated in the middle of a dimly lit room and surrounded by three proximal spatial cues and distal standard furniture. The open field floor was covered with wood shavings. A video camera was positioned over the arena and sample and choice phases were recorded on to DVD for later analysis. The objects used were either soda cans or beer bottles from which the label had been removed. They were fixed to the floor of the open field with Blu-tack and cleaned with a 50% ethanol solution between sample and choice trials. Positions varied according to the experiment, with objects always placed along a circumference 15 cm away from the wall and 30 cm away from the center of the arena.

Behavioral Procedures {#sec3.6}
---------------------

Each rat was handled for 3 days and then habituated to the arena for 10 min a day for 5 days before exposure to the objects. For the SLR task, after habituation, rats were exposed to three identical objects (A1, A2, and A3) during a sample phase that lasted for 10 min. For the s-SLR, objects A2 and A3 were placed 50° apart (20.5 cm between them) and object A3 at an equal distance from the other two. For the d-SLR, objects A1, A2, and A3 were equidistant, 120° (49 cm between them) apart from each other. For the xs-SLR, A1 and A2 were separated by a 40° angle (15.4 cm between them). Twenty-four hours after the sample phase, rats were exposed to two new identical copies of the objects, named A4 and A5, for 5 min. New identical copies were used to prevent the use of olfactory cues. During this choice phase, object A4 was placed in a familiar location (same position as in the sample phase) and object A5 was placed in a novel location. For the s-SLR task, the novel location was defined as a position exactly in between the ones in which objects A2 and A3 were located during the sample phase (see schemes in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). For the d-SLR task, object A4 was placed in a familiar location and object A5 in a position equidistant to the previous locations of A2 and A3 (see schemes in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). One of the objects was always placed in a novel location, except during the choice phase for the "familiar" version of the SLR task (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), in which the two objects (A4 and A5) were both placed in familiar locations. Results were expressed as a discrimination ratio that was calculated as the time exploring the object in the novel location minus the time exploring the object in the familiar location over total exploration time \[(t~novel~ − t~familiar~)/t~total~\]. Absolute exploration times are shown in [Tables S1](#app2){ref-type="sec"} and [S2](#app2){ref-type="sec"}. For the experiment shown in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, half of the rats were tested first in the "novel condition" and then in the "familiar condition," and the other half were tested first for the familiar and then for the novel conditions. Discrimination ratios were compared within subject using a paired t test. For experiments shown in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, rats were tested twice. In the first trial, half of the animals received drug injection and the other half received vehicle injection. In the second trial, they were injected with either drug or vehicle depending on what they had received in the first trial. For the behavioral experiments depicted in [Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D, 2E, 2F, [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, discrimination ratios were compared within subject using a paired t test. For the experiments shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C, discrimination ratios were analyzed using a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc comparisons. In all experiments, drug and vehicle injections were counterbalanced. See [Supplemental Information](#app2){ref-type="sec"} for additional analysis.

For the experiment depicted in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, two identical objects (A1 and A2) were placed in the open field either 50° apart (small separation) or 120° apart (large separation). Different groups of rats were exposed to the small-separation condition, the large-separation condition, or the empty arena for 5 min. One hour after the exposure, rats were sacrificed by carbon dioxide inhalation to perform the protein extraction. For all experiments, exploration of a particular object was defined as the rat having its nose directed at the object at a distance of 2 cm or less, or touching the object with its nose. Rearing with the head oriented upward did not count as exploration. Climbing over or sitting on the objects was not included.

Histology {#sec3.7}
---------

At the completion of behavioral testing, all rats except the ones used for experiments depicted in [Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} were anaesthetized by i.p. injection with 2 ml of Euthatal (Rhône Merieux) and perfused transcardially with PBS, followed by 10% neutral buffered formalin. The brains were removed and postfixed in formalin for at least 24 hr before being immersed in 20% sucrose solution until they sank. Sections 60 μm thick were cut on a freezing microtome encompassing the extent of the injector track. Every fifth section was mounted on a gelatin-coated glass slide and stained with cresyl violet. Slides were examined under a light microscope to verify the location of the injections.

Data Collection {#sec3.8}
---------------

Exploration was recorded by the experimenter using a computer program written in Visual Basic 6.0 (Microsoft). Two keys corresponded to the novel and familiar objects. Object exploration in both the sample and choice phases was recorded by pressing the appropriate key at the onset of a bout of exploration and then pressing it again at the offset.

Supplemental Information {#app2}
========================

Document S1. Supplemental Analysis and Tables S1 and S2Document S2. Article plus Supplemental Information
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![The Spontaneous Location Recognition Task\
(A) Cartoon depicting the apparatus used for the SLR task. Two or three objects were used according to the different conditions in which the task was run. Walls are drawn shorter than actual size for illustrative purposes.\
(B) Schematic of the SLR.\
(C) Percentage of time exploring each of the locations during the sample phase of the SLR task. Rats spent equal amount of time exploring each of the three locations during the sample phase. This indicates that the differences in the discrimination ratio cannot be explained by preferential exploration of the more separated location (A1) during the sample phase.\
(D) Discrimination ratios during the choice phase for the novel and familiar conditions. ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; n = 8.\
(E) Discrimination ratios during the choice phase 24 hr after the sample phase for trials in which object A5 was kept in a familiar location whereas A4 was moved either a small (50°) or a large (120°) distance. Discrimination ratios were significantly different from zero. ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001, one-sample t test; n = 7.\
Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.](gr1){#fig1}

![BDNF Activity in the DG Is Required for Memory Consolidation of Similar, but Not Dissimilar, Spatial Representations\
(A) Schematic of the SLR task for the similar (s-SLR) or dissimilar (d-SLR) conditions depicting the time points at which IgG or anti-BDNF was infused.\
(B) Coronal section indicating representative infusion sites in the DG.\
(C) Percentage of time exploring each of the locations during the sample phase of the s-SLR task for control IgG- or anti-BDNF injected rats.\
(D--F) BDNF antibodies or control IgGs (1 μg μl^−1^ /0.5 μl side) were injected into the DG either 15 min before (D) or 5 min after (E) the sample phase. Injection of anti-BDNF into the DG 6 hr after the sample phase had no effect on s-SLR performance (F). ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; n = 7.\
Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.](gr2){#fig2}

![BDNF Expression in the DG Is Required for Memory Consolidation of Similar, but Not Dissimilar, Spatial Representations\
(A) Schematic of the SLR task.\
(B) Effect of the infusion of BDNF antisense oligonucleotides (4 nmol μl^−1^/0.5 μl side; BDNF ASO) or BDNF scrambled missense oligonucleotides (4 nmol μl^−1^/0.5 μl side; BDNF MSO) in the DG on BDNF steady-state levels 7 hr or 24 hr after injection. Top left: representative blots of BDNF and actin protein levels in the DG, CA3, or CA1 regions 7 hr after oligonucleotide injections. Bottom left: representative blots for BDNF and actin protein levels in the DG 24 hr after oligonucleotide injections. Right: quantification of BDNF expression after ASO or MSO injection. ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; n = 4.\
(C) Exploration time during the sample phase or time spent exploring each of the locations 2 hr after BDNF ASO or BDNF MSO injection into the DG.\
(D) Effect of the injection of BDNF ASO or BDNF MSO into the DG 2 hr before the sample phase during a choice phase 24 hr later in the s-SLR or the d-SLR version of the task. ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001; n = 7.\
Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.](gr3){#fig3}

![BDNF in the DG Is Not Required During Retrieval\
(A) Schematic of the SLR task.\
(B) Effect of BDNF antibodies (1 μg μl^−1^ /0.5 μl side) injected into the DG 15 min before the choice phase on the s-SLR task compared to control IgGs (1 μg μl^−1^ /0.5 μl side). p \> 0.1; n = 7.\
Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.](gr4){#fig4}

![Exploration of Similar, but Not Dissimilar, Spatial Locations Is Associated with Increased BDNF Levels in the DG\
(A) Schematic illustration of the task configurations.\
(B) Total exploration time for each object in the small (top) and large (bottom) separation conditions.\
(C) Coronal brain section at coordinate −3.96 from bregma depicting the areas isolated for BDNF protein measurements. Tissue was punched and homogenized for SDS-PAGE.\
(D) Top: BDNF and actin protein levels in the DG and CA1 regions of rats subjected to the different conditions and corresponding representative blots. Bottom: Zif268 and actin protein levels in the DG and CA1 regions of rats exposed to the different conditions and corresponding representative blots. ^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01; n = 6.\
(E) BDNF expression in the DG and CA1 after exposure to three objects. We used the same conditions as in the sample phase during the SLR task. BDNF and actin protein levels in the DG and CA1 regions of rats subjected to the different conditions and corresponding representative blots. ^∗^p \< 0.05; n = 8.\
Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.](gr5){#fig5}

![BDNF Enhances Consolidation of Similar Spatial Representations\
(A) Schematic of the extrasimilar SLR task (xs-SLR). The task was similar to the s-SLR except that in the xs-SLR task, two of the objects were brought even closer together during the sample phase, resulting in poor performance of control animals during the choice phase 24 hr later.\
(B) Percentage of time exploring each of the locations during the sample phase of the xs-SLR task.\
(C) Effect of recombinant human BDNF (0.5 μg μl^−1^ /0.5 μl side; rhBDNF) or saline injected into the DG 5 min after the sample phase on performance during the choice phase 24 hr later. ^∗∗^p \< 0.01; n = 7.\
Data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.](gr6){#fig6}
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